Title word cross-reference

#1 [667].

+ [859, 2507]. $1$ [1598, 1575]. $10 \pm 2$ [166].
3 [1290, 962, 2165, 1291, 2659, 2164, 1339, 2381, 2572, 2747, 2158]. $= [859, 378]$. b [614]. $\lambda > 4$ [2041]. $n$ [857]. $n = \text{me}$ [1398].
$\neq$ [2507].


12 [337, 1421, 2056, 1824]. 14th [564].


3 [2677]. 30-year [2751]. 33 [343]. 3G [352].

50th [2359].

600km [2693].

= [377].

Ability [2582]. Ability-based [2582].
Abstracting [2459, 642, 643]. Abstraction [661, 1020, 2153, 403]. Abstractions

beyond-CMOS [2650]. Bias [2581, 2173, 2473, 1951, 2099, 2981].

bibliometric [533]. bicomposite [1543].

Big [2433, 2996, 2995, 1554, 2993, 2833, 2997, 2832, 2999, 1247, 2834, 1476, 2992, 2700, 1382, 2704, 2998, 2831, 2033, 2699, 1612, 2701, 2994, 2835, 2836, 2291, 1228, 3000, 1462, 2702, 2703, 2686, 2024, 2520, 1515, 2036, 1519, 1727, 1298, 1505, 2792, 2297, 1120, 2002, 1103, 2772, 1437, 2449, 1626, 2757, 2810, 1738, 2809, 1914, 1439, 767, 34, 2132].

Big-data [1382, 1103]. biharmonic [1408].


bipartite [2812]. birds [2806]. birth [2314].


Blackett [1301]. blessing [401].

blind [2577]. blissful [1092]. blitzkrieg [664].

Block [2915, 486, 2404]. Block-based [2915].

Blockchain [2597, 2121, 2859, 2655, 2462, 2801].


Booming [2029]. Boost [2427, 704].


botnets [769]. bots [2042]. bottleneck [2548].

Bottom [2183, 1024]. Bottom-up [2183]. Bounce [2655]. bound [2041].

boundaries [2836]. Bound [1408, 498].

bounded-depth [498]. bounds [2237].

box [1744, 747, 1913]. boycott [1089]. boys [1138].

BPC [457]. braces [1793]. bragging [1352].

Brain [1819, 522, 851, 652, 175, 2242, 2310].

Brain-computer [522, 652]. Brains [280, 1369]. branch [108].

Brave [708, 572, 2769].

breachable [2758].


breakthrough [377, 1992, 624].

Brewer [218]. bridge [1696].

Bridgeware [2539]. bridging [2411].

brief [2110].

Brin [2876].

bring [394, 2388, 1163].

Bringing [1492, 1304, 1727, 1701, 1976, 2595, 2098, 2739, 2890, 2987].

brings [1845].

British [1301, 1144, 1503, 482].

brittle [2308].

broad [2946].

Broadband [2357, 425, 1014, 1015].

Broadening [1905, 2598, 1932, 2152, 1645, 1304, 1192, 2773, 1734, 2293, 1375, 1850, 2079, 1468, 2395, 2896, 2617, 84, 223, 1578, 1028, 954].

Broader [924, 1645].

broken [2055, 2534, 1399].

brokers [1597].

Brooks [1825].

Brother [303].

Browser [1057, 641, 640].

browsers [1282].

brute [2345, 2379].

Bufferbloat [751, 778].

buffers [1031, 751].

bug [60, 61, 2488].


Managing [1689, 192, 456, 631, 53, 69, 483, 694, 2551, 1713, 2802, 1588, 1190, 2154].
mandatory [1482, 618].
manifesto [2255, 1628]. manifolds [1835].
manipulate [1826]. Manipulating [2380].
marketing [712]. marketplaces [2462].
Markets [115, 1300, 1153, 1152, 2697, 1666, 1272].
march [2555]. market [1537, 2700, 2896, 2685, 237, 254, 651].
Markets [115, 1300, 1153, 1152, 2697, 1666, 1272].
march [2555]. market [1537, 2700, 2896, 2685, 237, 254, 651].
Obfuscation
Obituary
obscene
objective
ontology
Optical
opportunity
Open
OpenCV
OpenFab
OpenFlow
OpenSocial
operating-system
Operationalizing
Opinion
Opportunities
Optical
Optimality
Optimization
overhead
observer
obsolescence
obscure
observations
observer
obscure
obscure
object-oriented
objective
Objective-C
Object
objects
Observations
observer
obscure
obscure
Off
offs
offloaded
offshore
Offshoring
oil
old
Omega
omission
on-chip
one
one-byte
one-second
Online
Onion
Ones
Open
OpenCellular
OpenCV
OpenFab
OpenFlow
Open
Open
Opinion
Opportunities
Optical
Optimality
Optimization
optimizations
optimized
Oracle
Orchestrating
ordinary
organic
organization
Organizational
organizations
oriented
Other
our
outcomes
output
Outsourcing
Overcoming
Overlooked
Overly
oversight
Overt
Overt
Overtrust
Overview
owned
ownership
Owning
oxymoron
P
packages
packets
'PACM'
PageRank
pages
pain
painful
pains
Pairings
Pakistan
Panels
panopticon
Paper
papers
paradigm
paradigm-shift
paradox
paradoxes
Parallel
parallelism
Parallelization
parametric
parametric
Paris
parity
parliamentary
Parnas
parsers
Parsing
part
partially
participation
participate
Tom [1420]. Tomorrow [2445, 1152, 2269].
Tony [2775]. Too
[74, 2297, 1626, 576, 72, 2666, 1121, 1166, 550, 1710, 1778, 748, 547, 566, 1897, 2240, 1777].
tool [2119, 23, 2945]. Tools [2426, 1113, 1737, 1835, 2804, 2537, 2756, 173, 2485].
toolsmiths [2248]. top
[2645, 2899, 2484, 2231, 2416]. top-down
[2645]. Topic [300, 2541, 833]. Topics
[2691, 2695, 2697, 2693, 2698, 2692, 2696, 2694, 2829, 2828, 2985, 2989, 2830, 2827, 2823, 2984, 2824, 2825, 2826, 2988, 2987, 2991, 2990, 2983, 2986]. topologies [2092].
total [2103, 156]. total-system [2103].
touch [1659, 1684]. Touching [1750].
Touchless [1334]. touchy [391]. tour
[2879, 191, 172]. Toy [1744, 492]. Toyota
[396]. Traceability [2612]. traces
[2515, 153]. tracing [2320, 1155, 1154]. Tracking
[2707, 78, 2714, 1385, 827]. trade
[3002, 2819]. trade-offs [3002]. trademark
[395]. trading [2697, 1262, 1288].
traditional [1599, 1696, 1761]. trafficking
[2178]. tragedy [1249]. trail [999].
Training [801]. transactional [1336]. transactions
[2229, 2204]. transfer [1907]. transform
[2334]. transformation
[1388, 205, 2101, 115, 2986]. transforming
[1534]. Transient [2660]. transistor [1527].
transition [1973]. translated [600].
translation [9, 1781, 2287, 1046].
translations [1393]. transparency
[2551, 1536]. transparent [36]. Transport
[1834, 1835, 2906, 2089]. transportation
[1596]. Trap [1894]. treat [2099]. Treating
[1836]. treatments [1392]. tree [813]. trees
[1966, 812, 427, 95, 919, 96]. Trek
[2281, 2146]. trenches [1907]. trend [1675].
Trends
[1265, 2700, 2704, 2699, 2701, 2702, 2703, 1383, 2996, 2995, 689, 2993, 2833, 2997, 2832, 2999, 2834, 2992, 2880, 2998, 2831, 2994, 2563, 2835, 2836, 717, 3000]. triad
[2123]. trinity [2200]. trip [1263]. Triple
[21, 2756]. triple-loop [2756].
Triple-parity [21]. Triplets [1838].
triumph [2918]. Trojan [1974]. Trouble
[2871, 2295]. troubling [2880]. true [2926].
truly [224]. Trump [2455, 2861]. Trust
[2370, 883, 63, 2149, 2514, 2553, 1471].
trusting [2477]. Trustworthiness
[2292, 2958]. Trustworthy [1783, 2882].
truth [1715]. truthfulness [2292]. truths
[2534]. Try [1138]. trying [2006]. Tschira
[1705]. TSO [233]. tsunami [721, 364].
TSV [1339]. Tumbling [1088]. Tuning
[1252]. turbocharged [715].
Turbocharging [2985]. Turing
[1575, 1255, 1242, 1649, 902, 2543, 2350, 808, 2758, 2343, 1535, 1598, 2359, 1034, 1328, 2176, 2190, 2438, 950, 1717, 1605, 1029, 956, 146, 2369, 1570, 1913, 1501, 2401, 2034].
turn [674, 2156]. Turning [332]. Turns
[530]. Tutte [2176]. TV [1720, 1465].
tweets [1832]. twist [1814]. Twitter [450].
Two
[2871, 132, 152, 2352, 2588, 1856, 70, 2171, 2563, 276]. Two-Factor [2871]. Type
[43, 1345, 841, 728]. type-safe [728]. types
[1859]. tyranny [980].
Ultra [1210]. Ultra-low-cost [1210].
Ultron [1938]. Unbalanced [1881].
uncanny [2076]. uncertain [159].
uncertainties [496]. Uncertainty
[2732, 886]. Uncomfortable [1241].
Uncommon [617]. unconditional [2474].
Unconventional [1524]. undefined
[1943, 1944]. under-specification [2330].
Undergraduate [1494. 105, 1185, 2687].
underlying [2508]. underrepresented
[1098]. underserved [2390]. understand
[2125, 906, 2081, 2913].
Understanding
[1110, 1132, 2803, 344, 737, 1017, 1755, 668, 1429, 463, 164, 312, 1062, 1562, 229, 2088, 773, 767, 1133]. undertaking [2835].
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